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1 Abstract
This paper proposes a different type of travel behavior model, under the effort to
formulate route choice behavior in the presence of information. Until nowadays discrete
choice models and especially the multinomial logit model are the most common used. In
order to encounter problems associated with these models, which are based on the theory of
utility maximization, we propose the implementation of models using Artificial Neural
Networks, and especially supervised feedforward neural network models, exploiting their
advantages and their functional similarity to the neural structure of the brain. A case study in
the outer ring road of Thessaloniki (Greece) is examined, with the assistance of traffic
simulation software. The results underscore the advantages of NN models, not only by means
of prediction potential but also in demonstrating limited demand of time and effort, when
someone tries to simulate a complex phenomenon like human behavior in a complex
environment like city road network.

2 Introduction
The increasing importance of Intelligent Transport Systems on economy, safety, and
environment and especially on sustainable transport is well recognized by the White Paper of
the European Commission [11]. The goal of reducing congestion by increasing capacity
through traffic management, involves the use of ITS technologies to exploit imbalances
between supply and demand, using information as a tool of influencing driver decisions.
Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS), as part of an ITS, is an effective way to
inform drivers to about route choices and avoid traffic congestion [21]. The impact of ATIS
on driver response towards route change, is modeled in numerous researches [1,18]. Usual
development of models capture and analyze user behavior in the presence of information,
either stating the concurrent status of the network or also by suggesting, for example, the best
route to be chosen [6,7].
The evaluation of the effectiveness of such systems requires the simulation of driver
behavior, through the development of driver behavior prediction models, as well as of the
impact of such behavior on traffic [3]. Discrete choice models and especially the multinomial
logit model are the most common methods used for modeling driver behavior [4,8,17].
Encountering problems associated with these models, which are based on the theory of utility
maximization, current research aims at developing an alternative framework for drivers’
behavior prediction, modeling mainly the decision of the drivers in route choice, using
Artificial Neural Networks.
In this context, the objectives of our research may be phrased as follows:
• to develop a platform for collecting and processing data that affect driver behavior in
route choice,
• to assess the parameters that may be used in driver behavioral models,
• to formulate and develop commonly used and alternative models to be implemented for
the estimation of the probability of the effect ATIS may have on travelers,
• to validate the accuracy of the above models in predicting behavior

3 Background
Although formulating driver behavior models is a quite complicated task [12, 20], there are
three main categories of models simulating driver behavior in respect of the task of route
choice. The first category consists of discrete choice models, and especially logit models
[5,8,10,13,19, 23]. The second category is that of models based on the theory of fuzzy logic [
9,16, 25,26,27]. The third category consists of models based on the use of artificial neural

networks, exploiting their advantages like Non-linearity, Input-Output Mapping, adaptivity,
Evidential Response, VLSI implementability, Fault Tolerance, Uniformity of Analysis and
Design and Neurobiological Analogy, for accommodating complicated problems without the
requirement of giving explicit equations correlating input/output data [14,22].
In this study feedforward neural networks [2,15,24], are used as a method to produce a
quick and efficient method to analyze route choice behavior, and are compared to the more
traditional multinomial logit models.

4 Data collection
The required data for the models implementation was collected from commuters, mainly
using the ring road of the city of Thessaloniki. The parameters affecting traveler choice were
distinguished in four main categories, namely user characteristics, trip characteristics, route
attributes and ATIS attributes.
Data was collected through an internet survey which required more than 400 answers for
the correct implementation of the neural networks models.

5 Models formulation
As it was mentioned before, the models formulated, belong to the family of random utility
models, namely the multinomial logit model and to the family of supervised artificial neural
networks, namely the multilayer feedforward neural network trained using the
backpropagation algorithm.
The generic formulation of the logit model is depicted as follows:
Let j E J denote the alternative choices that the driver may choose from.
Let d E D denote the drivers.
Let k E K denote the parameters which affect the driver choice.
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where pid the probability for driver d to select alternative i

Uid the utility for driver d of choosing alternative
U dj the utility for driver d of choosing alternative j

and the utility function:
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where Uid the utility to driver d of choosing alternative i
the value of variable k for driver d and the alternative i (e.g. experience)

x ,d the value of variable λ for driver d (e.g. age)
the value of variable k for the alternative i (e.g. traffic volume)

xi the value of variable π for the alternative i (e.g. information provided)
ai ,  k ,   ,  k , s parameters
eid error term

The formulation of the neural network model was produced after following the steps
below:
1. Splitting the survey data-set into calibration and validation data sets, and suitable
transformation
2. Minimization of the Mean Square Error (error function) using the backpropagation
algorithm
3. Definition of number of iterations (epochs) and of starting conditions
4. Selection of the MLFFNN architecture
5. Definition of the parameters for the selected architecture
6. Training the network through the selected cost criterion
The comparison of the models was made using the average relative variance statistical
indicator and the receiver operating characteristic curve.

6 Conclusions
The current work tried to expose the differences and the possible advantages of using NN
models instead of the common used logit models, for route choice modeling, applied as a case
study in the area of Thessaloniki. In the comparison the two layered feedforward neural
network model seems to overcome the logit model mainly because the existence of similar
alternative route choices, highlighting a common weakness of this form of logit models and

the existence of noisy data which has more negative effect on logit models than on the quite
robust Neural Network ones.
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